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BENJAMIN MOORE PURPLE HAZE AND HAMPSHIRE ROCKS
“This is a color combo that I’m using in a project now. It’s for a very smart, cool and hip woman’s home office. Come on! Purple Haze and Hampshire Rocks...if you put your ear to the wall, you can hear Jimi Hendrix.”

CARMIÑA ROTH
CARMIÑA ROTH INTERIORS, LLC
carminarothisteriors.com

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS FEVERISH PINK AND GRAYISH
“After a long winter, no color exudes ‘summer’ like luscious, watermelon pink. Refreshing, expressive and bold, this shade of pink pairs beautifully with soft gray tones. Imagine a dining room lacquered in dove gray, with a mahogany dining table surrounded by bright pink velvet-clad chairs—unexpected yet elegant.”

JODY MYERS-FIERZ
COLOR CONCEPT THEORY
colorconcepttheory.com

BENJAMIN MOORE CALYPSO ORANGE AND WHITE DOVE
“I love a strong contrast when it comes to the vibrant tone of a ‘happy’ orange. Mixing the sweet color of orange with a cool tone of white is the perfect balance. Orange exudes happiness and excitement, while white simply promotes it. I love incorporating orange in art, throw pillows and accent chairs while using a white backdrop to enhance the color to its fullest potential.”

AMY AIDINIS HIRSCH
AMY AIDINIS HIRSCH INTERIOR DESIGN, LLC
amyyhirisch.com

BENJAMIN MOORE NAPLES BLUE AND SILVER SATIN
“Teal reminds me of the Caribbean, with the spirit of good energy and vitamin D that soothe the soul. Be bold and think about smothering this color on kitchen cabinets in a beach house. Painting the walls with Silver Satin softens the vibrancy and allows the cabinets to be the main focal point.”
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BENJAMIN MOORE NAPLES BLUE AND SILVER SATIN
“Teal reminds me of the Caribbean, with the spirit of good energy and vitamin D that soothe the soul. Be bold and think about smothering this color on kitchen cabinets in a beach house. Painting the walls with Silver Satin softens the vibrancy and allows the cabinets to be the main focal point.”